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The upwelling of cold water from the depths of the Southern Ocean to its surface closes
the global overturning circulation and facilitates uptake of anthropogenic heat and carbon.
Upwelling is often conceptualised in a zonally averaged framework as the result of
isopycnal flattening via baroclinic eddies. However, upwelling is zonally non-uniform and
occurs in discrete hotspots near topographic features. The mechanisms that facilitate
topographically confined eddy upwelling remain poorly understood and thus limit the
accuracy of parameterisations in coarse-resolution climate models.

Using a high-resolution global ocean sea-ice model, we calculate spatial distributions of
upwelling transport and energy conversions associated with barotropic and baroclinic
instability, derived from a thickness-weighted energetics framework. We find that five
major topographic hotspots of upwelling, covering less than 30% of the circumpolar
longitude range, account for up to 76% of the southward eddy upwelling transport. The
conversion of energy into eddies via baroclinic instability is highly spatially correlated with
upwelling transport, unlike the barotropic energy conversion, which is also an order of
magnitude smaller than the baroclinic conversion. This result suggests that eddy
parameterisations that quantify baroclinic energy conversions could be used to improve
the simulation of upwelling hotspots in climate models. We also find that eddy kinetic
energy maxima are found on average 110 km downstream of upwelling hotspots in
accordance with sparse observations. Our findings demonstrate the importance of
localised mechanisms to Southern Ocean dynamics.

Keywords: upwelling, topography, energy conversion, baroclinic instability, eddy kinetic energy, Southern Ocean
INTRODUCTION

The ocean has absorbed 93% of excess heat from anthropogenic climate change (Levitus et al., 2012)
and therefore plays a crucial role in the Earth’s climate. Upwelling of cold water from the depths of
the Southern Ocean to its surface is the primary process that has facilitated this large ocean heat
uptake (Marshall and Speer, 2012; Morrison et al., 2015; Armour et al., 2016). As much as 80% of
the dense water formed in polar regions returns to the surface in the Southern Ocean (Talley, 2013).
The upwelling replenishes the cold surface water of the Southern Ocean, which allows it to absorb
~70% of the global anthropogenic ocean heat uptake (Frölicher et al., 2015; Zanna et al., 2019) and
~40% of the anthropogenic carbon taken up by the oceans (Khatiwala et al., 2009). Therefore,
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understanding the oceanic and climate processes that set the
magnitude, variability and structure of the upwelling transport in
the Southern Ocean is crucial for accurate climate predictions
(Rintoul, 2018), which currently have large uncertainties (Knutti
and Sedláček, 2013).

Upwelling has traditionally been conceptualised in a zonally
averaged framework, whereby upwelling is created as a balance
between a ‘mean’ circulation, in which Ekman transport from
wind stress acts to steepen isopycnals, and an ‘eddy’ circulation, in
which baroclinic instability acts to flatten isopycnals (e.g. Marshall
and Speer, 2012; Morrison et al., 2015). These instabilities act to
generate eddies by the release of available potential energy of
sloping isopycnals (Pedlosky, 1987; Vallis, 2017), creating an
energetic eddy field in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(ACC) region (Gill et al., 1974), which has first order effects on
Southern Ocean dynamics (Morrison and Hogg, 2013). However,
upwelling has recently been found to be spatially variable,
enhanced in topographic hotspots of upwelling found in the lee
of topography (Sallée et al., 2010; Viglione and Thompson, 2016;
Foppert et al., 2017; Tamsitt et al., 2017). These hotspots emerge as
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current flow is steered by topographic
obstacles (Naveira Garabato et al., 2011; Thompson and Sallée,
2012) and then becomes unstable, generating eddies. The narrow
jets of the ACC are a barrier to cross-frontal transport (Ferrari and
Nikurashin, 2010; Dufour et al., 2015), and the exchange of heat,
carbon and other tracers is greatly enhanced in the eddy-rich
topographic hotspots (Naveira Garabato et al., 2011; Sallee et al.,
2011; Thompson and Sallée, 2012; Thompson and Naveira
Garabato, 2014; Dufour et al., 2015; Brady et al., 2021). Research
into localised Southern Ocean mesoscale dynamics has largely
only occurred in the last decade, hence there are substantial gaps
in our understanding of the processes that control upwelling
hotspots (Rintoul, 2018).

Idealised ocean model studies have thus far been the primary
tool to investigate processes near upwelling hotspots. These
studies, which often employ simple channel models with
smooth topography, have found that eddy fluctuations are
generated via baroclinic instability immediately downstream of
topography (Chapman et al., 2015), where the isopycnal slope is
steepest (Bischoff and Thompson, 2014) and upwelling is
enhanced (Barthel et al., 2022). A recent idealised study found
that upwelling was spatially correlated with the energy
conversion associated with baroclinic instability – the
interfacial form stress conversion – and concluded that
topographic hotspots of upwelling are controlled by baroclinic
instability (Barthel et al., 2022). However, comparisons of
upwelling and measures of baroclinic instability with a focus
on localised topographic hotspots of upwelling have thus far
been limited to idealised studies. In this work, we aim to
investigate whether the same findings hold in a more realistic
high-resoloution (0.1°) global ocean model.

Idealised studies, as well as observations, suggest that eddy
kinetic energy is also enhanced downstream of topography, but
further downstream than where baroclinic instability
(Abernathey and Cessi, 2014; Bischoff and Thompson, 2014;
Chapman et al., 2015; Youngs et al., 2017), eddy heat fluxes
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(Foppert et al., 2017) and upwelling (Barthel et al., 2022) are
enhanced. There has been some suggestion of this spatial offset
between eddy kinetic energy and upwelling in a high-resolution
model with realistic bathymetry (Tamsitt et al., 2017). However,
the robustness of the spatial offset at different hotspots and the
magnitude of the downstream distance has not yet been
investigated in a high-resolution model with realistic
bathymetry. Exploring this downstream distance is important
in the context of coarse-resolution climate model eddy
parameterisations that use eddy kinetic energy (e.g. Marshall
et al., 2012; Jansen et al., 2015), particularly if the spatial offset
between upwelling and eddy kinetic energy is found to be large.
Furthermore, the mechanisms that control the spatial offset
between eddy kinetic energy and upwelling or baroclinic
instability are unclear, since multiple such mechanisms have
previously been suggested, including the downstream advection
of eddies (Thompson and Sallée, 2012) and pressure
perturbations (Chang and Orlanski, 1993; Abernathey and
Cessi, 2014; Chapman et al., 2015), and the barotropic
generation acting downstream of the baroclinic generation
(Barthel et al., 2022). The relevance of each of these proposed
mechanisms in a global ocean model is yet to be understood.

This study uses a high-resolution (0.1°) global ocean sea-ice
model to study topographic hotspots of upwelling in the
Southern Ocean. We investigate the importance and location
of these topographic hotspots, and then employ a thickness-
weighted energetics framework (Aiki and Richards, 2008; Aiki
et al., 2016; Barthel et al., 2017) to quantify the spatial
correspondence of upwelling with energy conversions
associated with baroclinic instability. We then evaluate the
spatial offset between eddy kinetic energy and upwelling at
hotspots, and analyse the plausibility of previously suggested
mechanisms with the energetics framework.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Energy Conversion Framework
The ocean’s mechanical energy budget can be used to quantify
the magnitude of reservoirs of energy (kinetic and potential) and
the rate of conversion between these reservoirs. These
conversions include the generation of eddy kinetic energy via
the action of baroclinic and barotropic instability. In this study,
we estimate these conversion rates using a thickness-weighted
energetics framework along the lines of Bleck (1985); Aiki et al.
(2016) and Barthel et al. (2017). The thickness-weighted
framework is formulated in density coordinates rather than the
more common approach in Eulerian coordinates (e.g. Lorenz,
1955; Chen et al., 2014). This approach is justified by upwelling
in the Southern Ocean being an approximately adiabatic process
– diapycnal mixing in the ACC has a much lower magnitude
than isopycnal mixing (Naveira Garabato et al., 2016). The
advantage of the thickness-weighted energetics framework is
that it explicitly includes the energy conversion related to
interfacial form stress, associated with baroclinic instability
(Aiki et al., 2016; Barthel et al., 2017).
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Barthel et al. (2017) expanded the two-layer energetics
framework of Aiki et al. (2016), based on the thickness-
weighted energetics theory of Bleck (1985), to include a free
surface and a friction parameter. We extend the two-layer
framework to three layers, which can be directly extended to
n levels for use with global ocean model output. The three layers
of our energy framework, with densities r1< r2 < r3, are each
associated with a kinetic energy reservoir,

KEi =
r0
2
hi uij j2, (1)

with hi and ui = (ui, vi) the thickness and horizontal velocity
respectively of each layer i (Figure 1). Vertical velocities are
neglected via a standard scale analysis, since horizontal scales in
the ocean are much larger than the vertical (Cushman-Roisin
and Beckers, 2011). r0 is a reference density, 1035 kg m-3. The
available potential energy (APE) can be defined for each interface
from a reference height (here, defined as the time-mean interface
depth, though the choice does not affect the final result):

APE0 =
1
2
r0gh

2
0 (2a)

APE1 =
1
2
r0g 01h2

1 (2b)

APE2 =
1
2
r0g

0
2h

2
2 : (2c)

Here, the APE0 is the available potential energy of the ocean’s
free surface, defined by deviation h0, and APEj (j = 1, 2) is the
available potential energy associated with each of the two internal
interfaces between density layers of the ocean, with interface
deviation hj (Figure 1). The densities of the three layers are used
to define reduced gravities g′1= (r2 – r1)g/r0 and g′2 = (r3 – r2) g/r0.

Following Aiki et al. (2016) and Barthel et al. (2017), the
Navier Stokes equation for a rotating, Boussinesq fluid is used to
describe the time dependence of the kinetic energy reservoirs,
and is simplified by the layer-thickness continuity equation,
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under the assumption that the fluid is adiabatic. Time
dependence of the APE reservoirs can also be calculated by
differentiating hj with respect to time, and simplifying with the
Montgomery potential anomaly Fi (Cushman-Roisin and
Beckers, 2011),

F1 = r0gh0,  F2 = F1 + r0g
0
1h1  and  F3

= F2 + r0g
0
2h2 (3)

An equation for the advection of the Montgomery potential
flux is also formulated (see Aiki et al. (2016) for details).

Having defined energy reservoirs and their time-dependence,
Reynolds averaging is introduced to decompose quantities into
mean and eddy quantities. The layer thicknesses and interface
heights are decomposed as hi(x, t) = hi(x) + h0i(x, t), with
overlined quantities the time-mean and primed quantities the
deviation such that h0i = 0.

The time-mean available potential energy reservoirs are thus
split into mean (MAPE) and eddy (EAPE) components:

APE0 =
1
2
r0gh0

2

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
MAPE0

+
1
2
r0gh0

0
2

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
EAPE0

, (4a)
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1
2
r0g

0
1h1

2

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
MAPE1

+
1
2
r0g

0
1h0

1
2

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
EAPE1

, (4b)

APE2 =
1
2
r0g

0
2h2

2

|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
MAPE2

+
1
2
r0g

0
2h0

2
2 :|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

EAPE2

(4c)

For the horizontal velocities, we could use the same (Ᾱ, A′)
Reynolds decomposition. However, following Bleck (1985), we
instead choose to decompose the layer horizontal velocities into
a thickness weighted mean velocity and deviation (Â, A"),
defined as ui = ûi + ui", where the thickness weighted mean is
expressed as
FIGURE 1 | Schematic of three-layer diagram set-up configuration used in the energy conversion framework described in energy conversion framework. Layer i = 1
is at the top and layer i = 3 is at the bottom, so that r1 < r2 < r3. Layer thicknesses hi, horizontal velocities ui, interface deviations nj and corresponding available
potential energy APE j for each interface are labelled.
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uî =
hiui
hi

:

The use of this thickness-weighted mean is a key difference
between the thickness-weighted energetics framework and that
of Lorenz (1955). The kinetic energy is thus decomposed into
mean (MKE) and eddy (EKE) components:

KEi =
1
2
r0hi uîj j2+|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

MKEi

1
2
r0hi u i 00j j2|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

EKEi

: (5)

As in Aiki et al. (2016), the equations describing the time-
dependence of these reservoirs are low-pass filtered in time,
yielding equations describing the conversions into and out of
the mean energy reservoirs. These mean equations are subtracted
from the time-average of the original time-dependent equations,
yielding equations describing conversions from the eddy energy
reservoirs. The equation for the eddy kinetic energy in each layer is

∂t EKEi = −∇ ·(uîEKEi) − ∇ ·(u00i EKEi)−
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{EKE advection

u00i · hi ∇ f00
i

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{baroclinic EKE generation

+ r0 ûi · ∇ð Þ hiu00i ⊗ u00i
� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Reynolds stress conversion

+ r0 hiFt ,i · u00i :|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
dissipation

(6)

Here, Ft,i parameterises frictional forces (both interior
viscosity and bottom drag) in each layer. The three-layer eddy
kinetic energy budget, Eqn. (6), is identical to the two-layer
framework of Barthel et al. (2017), but there are minor changes
in the APE equations due to the addition of a third APE
reservoir. Some terms appear in the equations for multiple
energy reservoirs with opposite sign, indicating a transfer of
energy between those reservoirs. An energy diagram can thus be
constructed, in which conversions of energy act to link reservoirs
(Figure 2). The mean and eddy Montgomery potential flux
equations are also used to link reservoirs, where terms are not
directly found in the equations for two different reservoirs. Two
conversions linking mean and eddy reservoirs are identified:

• an energy conversion u ̂i · h0i ∇ f0
i (blue arrows in Figure 2),

related to the interfacial form stress, which plays a role in the
momentum balance in the interior of the ocean (Ward and
Hogg, 2011) by transferringmomentum between density layers.
This process is related to baroclinic instability (Aiki et al., 2016).
This term is distinct from the baroclinic eddy kinetic energy

generation term in Eqn. (6), u00i · hi ∇ f00
i , which links the

interfacial form stress conversion term to the eddy kinetic
energy reservoir and thus represents generation of eddy
kinetic energy via the baroclinic instability pathway.

• and an energy conversion related to the Reynolds stress r0 (ûi
·∇)·(hiu00i ⊗u00i ) (orange arrows in Figure 2), which contains the
Reynolds stress tensor. This conversion is related to horizontal
velocity shear and thus barotropic instability (Barthel et al., 2017).

These two conversion terms, the interfacial form stress
conversion and Reynolds stress conversion, can be taken as
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 4
indicators of the action of baroclinic and barotopic instabilities
respectively. We calculate these terms, as well as the eddy kinetic
energy generation terms in Eqn. (6), using output from a high-
resolution ocean model to investigate the spatial distributions of
instability processes involved in Southern Ocean upwelling.

Model Description
The model used in this study is a high-resolution global ocean
and sea-ice model, ACCESS-OM2-01 (Kiss et al., 2020), which
has 75 vertical levels and 0.1° spatial resolution. The model is
hence eddy-resolving at Southern Ocean latitudes (Hallberg,
2013) . ACCESS-OM2-01 uses ocean numerics and
configurations based on the Modular Ocean Model version 5
(MOM5) (Griffies, 2012). The model is forced at the ocean
surface by a repeat year forcing (May 1990-April 1991, a
neutral year with regard to interannual climate modes (Stewart
et al., 2020) of the JRA55-do atmospheric reanalysis (Tsujino
et al., 2018). Using a repeat year forcing ensures the mean state of
the ocean is relatively constant, for ease of calculating eddy-
related quantities, and to ensure that interannual variability is
due to oceanic processes. The model has been spun up for 270
years to decrease initial model drift, and the following 10 years of
model output are analysed.

ACCESS-OM2-01 has an overturning circulation within the
range of observation-derived estimates (Figure 3). The
circulation can be analysed using the meridional overturning
streamfunction, defined in density-latitude coordinates as

ys ,y =
Z Z z(s )

z(sB)
v x 0, y, z 0� �

dx 0 dz 0

≡ o
s

s 0=sB

Z
vh x 0, y, s 0� �

dx 0, (7)

where the ≡ symbol describes the equivalence of the depth
coordinate (left) and density coordinate (right) calculations. This
expression is the cumulative integral from the bottom of the ocean
(sB) of the total northward transport in density layers vh(x, y,s ),
integrated over all longitudes and time-averaged. Figure 3A shows
the meridional overturning streamfunction calculated in s1

(potential density referenced to 1000 dbar) coordinates, mapped
to the zonal-mean isopycnal depths. Flows can be interpreted to
follow streamfunction contours (arrows). Note that thismapping is
imperfect, because isopycnal depths vary with longitude so water
exists at depths greater than thezonalmean, and isonlyprovided for
visualisation purposes.

Figure 3B shows the modelled volume transport at 32 °S in
density classes defined by Talley et al. (2003), compared with
three observation-derived inverse model estimates (Sloyan and
Rintoul, 2001; Talley et al., 2003; Talley, 2008) between 30-40 °S.
Additional resolution is provided for the Circumpolar Deep
Water (southward moving, upwelling water). The modelled
overturning circulation generally lies within the range of these
sparse observational studies, but the model has too little
Antarctic Bottom Water transport at 32°S compared with
observations. Actual production of bottom water near
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 855785
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FIGURE 2 | Energy conversions in a three-layer model. Arrows are drawn between energy reservoirs according to the thickness-weighted energy cycle equations,
with the direction according to the sign in the equation (noting energy transfers can occur both ways). The blue and orange arrows show the conversions associated
with interfacial form stress and Reynolds stress, corresponding to baroclinic and barotropic instabilities respectively. The navy dots indicate where Montgomery
potential flux equations were used, to link the energy conversion terms surrounding the dots. The purple arrows indicate the terms related to friction. Advective terms
are not shown.
A B

FIGURE 3 | (A) Meridional residual overturning circulation streamfunction in depth coordinates, indicating the flow of water along contours. Flow can be interpreted to flow
clockwise in green regions, and anticlockwise in blue regions along contours, as indicated conceptually by the black arrows. Topography is in grey. (B) Observation-derived
estimates of transports at 30-40 °S reported in Sloyan and Rintoul (2001) (SR01), Talley et al. (2003) (T03), and Talley (2008) (T08) are compared to model transports at
32 °S. These transports are calculated for density classes defined by Talley et al. (2003). Additional resolution in density classes is provided for Circumpolar Deep Water
compared with the other water mass classes.
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Antarctica in ACCESS-OM2-01 compares well with observations
(Moorman et al., 2020), an uncommon feat for ocean models,
which often do not represent the process of bottom water
formation near Antarctica accurately (Heuzé, 2021). The low
bottom water transport at 32 °S is hence likely to be due to
enhanced mixing in the model, owing to poor resolution of
downslope flows and spurious numerical mixing. The modelled
bottom water is thus over-mixed with lighter densities as it
travels northwards, decreasing transport in the densest class.

We have only compared the model to observations at 32°S,
where there is a range of observational studies, hence we cannot
comment on the accuracy of the modelled overturning at the
more southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current latitudes.
However, since the modelled upwelling lies within the large
range of observational estimates of the overturning circulation at
32°S, the modelled overturning circulation is likely to be
sufficiently realistic for the purpose of understanding the
physics involved in its upwelling arm. Additionally, Kiss et al.
(2020) show good agreement of other diagnostics of ACCESS-
OM2-01, such as temperature and salinity transects, Antarctic
Circumpolar Current transport and sea-ice coverage, with
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 6
observational datasets. Solodoch et al. (2022) provide further
validation of the model in the Southern Ocean. The eddy kinetic
energy distribution of ACCESS-OM2-01 is also similar in
magnitude and spatial distribution to satellite observations (see
Supplementary Figure S1).

Density Coordinate Transformation
The thickness-weighted energetics framework requires
calculations in density coordinates, but ACCESS-OM2-01
output uses depth coordinates, and thus requires a vertical
coordinate transformation. We choose 31 s1 density levels so
that layers are 100-200 m thick (Figure 4A). We choose 1000 dbar
(~1000 m) as the reference pressure for potential density, because
the upwelling density range is approximately centred around 1000
m (Figure 3A). We recognise that neutral surfaces would be more
accurate than potential density (McDougall, 1987; Jackett and
McDougall, 1997), but they are computationally expensive.

The ACCESS-OM2-01 model output is transformed into the
31 density levels following the binning method of Lee et al.
(2007). The binning process is performed using daily averaged
output. The high temporal resolution is important because
A

B

FIGURE 4 | (A) Zonal mean isopycnal depths demonstrating the spacing of chosen s1 density bins (central value stated), which divide the ocean into 100-200m
thick layers. Black lines indicate interfaces between the isopycnal layers. A subset of isopycnal layers are labelled with their density. The upwelling density range
1032.2 < s1 < 1032.5 kg m-3 is highlighted in orange. (B) Selected circumpolar SSH contours (grey) with depth integrated eddy kinetic energy (green background).
Every second SSH contour is shown, here spaced 0.1 m apart, with the -1.2 m SSH contour highlighted in blue and the -0.6 m SSH contour in black.
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correlations in fluctuations in layer thickness and velocity are
used in energy and transport calculations. Sub-daily timescales
are unlikely to be relevant for mesoscale dynamics in the
Southern Ocean.

Reynolds Decomposition
The thickness-weighted energy conversion framework requires a
Reynolds decomposition into time-mean and eddy quantities, as
does the calculation of eddy transport as does the calculation of
eddy transport. Eddy quantities are calculated as the deviations
from a 10 year time-mean. Aiki and Richards (2008) find
calculations of energy conversions to be robust to the choice of
time-averaging. Seasonal variability in eddy kinetic energy is
predominantly in the upper 100 m of the ocean (Rieck et al.,
2015), far above upwelling processes, so we do not account for
seasonality in the time-mean. Eddies in the Southern Ocean have
lifetimes of around 6 months (Chelton et al., 2011), suggesting a
10 year time period would be sufficient to calculate accurate
time-means that are not biased by a single eddy. This definition
means the fluctuation term includes all variations, including
seasonality, interannual variability and waves as well
as turbulence.

Quantifying Upwelling
We define upwelling to be the eddy component of the volume
transport across time-mean sea surface height (SSH) contours,
which are indicative of Antarctic Circumpolar Current
streamlines. The mean component of the volume transport in
the interior density layers does not contribute to the net
southward flow (shown later in the Results section), and
therefore is not included in the analysis. Computing the eddy
transport across SSH contours, rather than across lines of
constant latitude, removes the majority of the ACC flow from
the calculated upwelling transport. Removing the mean transport
also minimises the contribution of ACC standing meanders to
the upwelling transport across SSH contours. The mean ACC
flow at depth does not exactly follow SSH contours,but we find
that other choices of contours, such as Montgomery potential or
isopycnal depth contours, yield similar results (not shown). The
cross-contour volume transport across a contour C of scalar field
S through an area dA tangent to the contour is

u ·
∇S
∇Sj j

� �
dA: (8)

For a density layer in the ocean with layer thickness h, and
nearly horizontal flows, this reduces to

(u · nsh)dx ≡ t(r, x, C)dx, (9)

where we have taken dA to extend throughout the layer, and
the vector ns = ∇S=j∇ Sj:

The quantity t(r,x,C) has units of area per unit time, and is
properly a linear density of volume transport, but for simplicity
we refer to it also as the cross-contour volume transport. When
integrated over all points along a contour C, we obtain the
circumpolar transport T(r,C). The three-dimensional cross-
contour volume transport t can be decomposed via a Reynolds
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 7
decomposition into mean and eddy components, of which the
eddy component, teddy, is our measure of upwelling

t(r, x, C) = �u h · nS|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
mean

+ u0h0 ·nS|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
eddy

: (10)

The eddy cross-contour volume transport is calculated for 29
evenly spaced SSH contours between -0.1 and -1.5 m
(Figure 4B), which cover the latitudinal extent of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current. The cross-contour transport is computed
across the faces of the discrete model tracer grid cells to
guarantee exact closed circumpolar contours. The eddy
transport is smoothed with a 10 along-contour grid point
running average to reduce noise (Figure 5A). This can be
thought of as reducing the influence of the rotational
component of eddy transport, which obscures the physically
relevant divergent component (Lau and Wallace, 1979). The
decomposition is imperfect (Griesel et al., 2009) as only a
circumpolar average can truly remove all of the rotational eddy
transport, and thus we do not claim to have exactly calculated the
divergent eddy transport (note that no such divergent-rotational
decomposition is perfect, as solutions are not unique in the
presence of boundary conditions (Fox-Kemper et al., 2003).
However, we expect that including part of the rotational eddy
transport will only increase noise, and that hence the significance
of any results would likely increase if the rotational component
had been entirely removed. The choice of 10 grid cell smoothing
is not unique and is chosen to be of a similar length scale to
observed eddy sizes (Klocker and Abernathey, 2014), but our
results are not sensitive to this choice.

Note that our definition of eddy transport (Eqn. 10) differs
from the more traditional definitions of overturning circulation
eddy-mean decompositions (e.g. Wolfe and Cessi, 2009). In the
traditional method, the eddy component is taken as the
difference between the residual transport in density coordinates
and the time-mean Eulerian transport in depth coordinates
mapped to density coordinates. The time-mean Eulerian
transport calculation therefore includes velocity contributions
from layers outside the isopycnal of interest. In contrast, our
isopycnal mean method uses the time mean velocity �u within a
single density layer, with velocities averaged across a range of
depths following vertical movement of the isopycnal. The
streamfunction associated with mean transports calculated via
the isopycnal mean method will not be closed due to temporal
variation in the range of isopycnals present, and hence the
isopycnal mean method is not ideal for streamfunction
calculations, but we argue that this method is more physically
justified for the purposes of analysing transport in the upwelling
density range of the ocean. We present the isopycnal mean
method in Figure 5A and the traditional method in Figure 5B,
the latter of which contains more noise and less prominent
upwelling hotspots, even after the same smoothing filter was
applied. We thus use only density coordinates in all calculations.

We analyse upwelling dynamics over a density range that is
representative of the zonally averaged upwelling (bounded by the
orange contours in Figure 4A). We refer to this density range as
the ‘upwelling arm’. The density range is chosen to select
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densities of water that, in the circumpolar average, have net eddy
transport orientated southward and do not intersect the surface
or ocean bottom during the 10 year simulation period. These
criteria ensure that northward flowing bottom water and surface
layer water are not included, as different dynamics are present in
these boundary regions of the ocean. Specifically, flows are more
likely to include diabatic components at boundaries, which
contradicts the adiabatic assumption underpinning the
thickness-weighted energetics framework. Outcropping density
layers also need not be considered. Since isopycnals slope in the
Southern Ocean, the density range satisfying these criteria varies
with latitude and SSH contour. We thus choose a density range
such that all contours with SSH less than or equal to -0.6 m
satisfy the two criteria, resulting in the upwelling arm density
range 1032.2 < s1 < 1032.5 kg m-3.
RESULTS

Importance of Topographic Hotspots
of Upwelling
The meridional overturning streamfunction in s1-latitude
coordinates is presented in Figure 6A. Streamfunction
contours are approximately horizontal in density-latitude space
except near the surface (lightest colours), indicating that
flow occurs nearly a diabatically along isopycnals. Thus,
assumptions that upwelling occurs along isopycnals are valid
except near the surface. The decomposition of the residual
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 8
overturning circulation into mean and eddy components is
shown in Figures 6B, C respectively, using the same Reynolds
decomposition as for eddy transport which computes the mean
overturning from the mean velocity on isopycnals, rather than
the usual depth-space Eulerian mean calculation (see Methods).
Southward eddy transport (Figure 6C) is intensified in the
upwelling arm (between the horizontal orange lines) and
between 500-2000 m depth (dotted and dashed grey lines).

The analysis of zonally integrated eddy transport is useful for
quantifying the total upwelling. However, upwelling is known to
vary with longitude (Tamsitt et al., 2017). We first consider the
transport along a single contour – the -1.2 m SSH contour,
highlighted in Figure 4B – to illustrate the spatial distributions of
eddy and mean transport contributions. The horizontal spatial
distribution of eddy upwelling across the -1.2 m SSH contour
(Figure 7A) shows that southward eddy transport is non-
uniform, and enhanced in regions that are colocated with or
are downstream of topographic features. The along-contour
cumulative integrals of eddy, mean and total transport across
the -1.2 m SSH contour are shown in Figure 7B. There are five
regions of high southward eddy transport (black) that occur near
topography, defined by large changes in the cumulative integral.
We refer to these regions as topographic hotspots of upwelling.
The residual (blue) transport across the -1.2 m SSH contour is
also southward, consistent with the zonally averaged the residual
overturning streamfunction (Figure 6), whilst the mean (red)
transport is noisy and small in the along-contour integral. The
small-scale variation in mean and total transport, due to the
A

B

FIGURE 5 | (A) Cross-contour eddy transport teddy, calculated according to Eqn. (10) across the -1.2m SSH contour summed over the density range 1032.2 < s1 <
1032.5 kg m-3, for unsmoothed (colours) and smoothed (black, running average over 10 contour segments) cases. (B) as for panel A, but with the eddy transport
calculated using the traditional method as the difference between the residual overturning in s1 coordinates, and the Eulerian mean (i.e. depth space) overturning
mapped to s1 coordinates.
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A B C

FIGURE 6 | Zonally averaged residual overturning streamfunction (A), and its decomposition into mean (B) and eddy (C) terms, averaged over 10 years. Density (s1)
coordinates are used – note the nonlinear vertical axis. Arrows indicate the direction of flows, which follow streamfunction contours. Positive streamfunction values
indicate clockwise circulation. In panel A, the zonal and time averaged September surface density is shown to indicate the seasonally densest surface waters. In
panel C, the orange lines indicate the upwelling arm density range, and the black lines the average densities at depths 500 m, 1000 m and 2000 m, as indicated in
the legend.
A

B

FIGURE 7 | (A) Eddy transport teddy(r, x, C) integrated over the upwelling arm of the ocean, illustrated by arrows every 5° on the -1.2 m SSH contour, which show
the direction and size of cross-contour eddy transport (an arrow is shown for scale in the bottom left corner). Transports with magnitude less than 0.2 m2s-1 are not
shown. Background shows bathymetry. (B) Cumulative integrals from west to east along the SSH contour of total, mean and eddy cross-contour volume transport,
for the -1.2 m SSH contour. Transports are vertically integrated over the density range of the upwelling arm. Grey bars highlight the eddy upwelling hotspots.
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mean Antarctic Circumpolar Current crossing the SSH contours,
is not present in the eddy transport. The smooth eddy transport
suggests that the Reynolds decomposition method isolates the
eddy transport signal from the mean Antarctic Circumpolar
Current, providing confidence that the cross-contour eddy
transport method accurately estimates upwelling. There is a
total of 19 Sv of southward eddy transport across the -1.2 m
SSH contour, integrated vertically over the upwelling arm
(Figure 7B). The eddy transport in the hotspot regions (grey
bars) dominates the transport; the eddy transport in these
regions contributes 76% to the total eddy transport, but occurs
in only 28% of the circumpolar longitude range for this contour.
A similar dominance of hotspot regions occurs across the
majority of Southern Ocean SSH contours.

Upwelling is spatially variable, so we analyse the spatial
distribution of upwelling across SSH contours, densities and
depths at each hotspot. Figure 8A shows the eddy transport
integrated along circumpolar contours for each density bin, Teddy
(r, C). The SSH axis (C) is a proxy for latitude. The upper black
line is the along-contour average surface density, and the lower
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 10
line indicates where Teddy > 0 (northward-flowing bottom water
not associated with upwelling). Integrating between these black
lines gives upwelling as a function of SSH contour, expressed as ∑
rtop<r<rbottomT(r, Chotspot). Figure 8C shows this distribution of
upwelling across SSH contours at each hotspot, Chotspot. Hotspots
are defined by the following longitude ranges: Macquarie Ridge
130 °E-155 °W, Pacific-Antarctic Ridge 155 °W-100 °W, Drake
Passage 80 °W-5 °E, Southwest Indian Ridge 5 °E-55 °E, and
Kerguelen Plateau 55 °E-130 °E. Upwelling occurs over the whole
range of sea surface contours, indicating upwelling occurs at all
points across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. However, the
SSH contours where upwelling is maximised depend on the
hotspot, with the Southwest Indian Ridge, Kerguelen Plateau and
Pacific Antarctic Ridge having more upwelling over southern
contours and Drake Passage and Macquarie Ridge in central
contours. Furthermore, Drake Passage is the hotspot with the
most upwelling transport (Figure 8C), which is attributed to its
substantial topography and longitudinal extent (Figure 7A), while
the other hotspots have similar contributions to the circumpolar
upwelling transport.
A

B D

C

FIGURE 8 | Cross-contour eddy transport in each isopycnal layer integrated along circumpolar SSH contours, T(r, C) (A). The upper black line is the average
surface density of each SSH contour, and the lower black line is the density bounding southward eddy transport, averaged along circumpolar contours. For each
hotspot, the transport between the (hotspot-equivalent) two black lines is averaged over all contours (B) and integrated over upwelling densities (C) giving eddy
transport distributions in density and SSH contour space respectively. The density distribution from B is mapped into depth space in (D). The hotspots are
Macquarie Ridge (MR), Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (PAR), Drake Passage (DP), Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR), and Kerguelen Plateau (KP).
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Figure 8B shows the eddy transport summed along contours at
each hotspot T(r, Chotspot) between the black lines of Figure 8A,
averaged over all the SSH contours Chotspot and normalised by the
average layer thickness h, and hence shows upwelling in density
space. The density axis of Figure 8B is then mapped back into
depth space (Figure 8D). The density ranges of eddy upwelling
hotspots (Figure 8B), are similar with small variations. Kerguelen
Plateau in particular has its upwelling skewed to lighter densities
and shallower depths (Figure 8D) than the other hotspots. The
topography of Kerguelen Plateau is shallower than other hotspots,
with large parts of the plateau shallower than 1000 m (Figure 7A).
The interaction of the flow with topography at different depths is
thus likely to be relevant to the density of upwelling water.
Figure 8 shows that upwelling occurs at densities outside of the
upwelling arm density range. However, the eddy transport in the
upwelling arm density range accounts for ~75% of the total
southward eddy transport, indicating the upwelling density arm
is a sufficient representation of upwelling water.

Interfacial Form Stress Conversion
and Upwelling
As motivated in the Energy Conversion Framework section, we
use the interfacial form stress conversion calculated from a layer-
thickness energetics framework to indicate the spatial distribution
of baroclinic instability in the high-resolution model. The
interfacial form stress conversion (blue arrows in Figure 2) was
calculated in the 31 levels of the transformed ACCESS-OM2-01
model output. From 35-70°S, the interfacial form stress conversion
results in 0.29 TW converted from mean to eddy energy,
consistent with the action of baroclinic instability. The spatial
distribution of eddy transport is compared with contours of the
interfacial form stress conversion, for the five topographic
hotspots of upwelling (Figure 9), and shows that the energy
conversion is enhanced in the same locations as upwelling. Since
eddy transport is calculated over SSH contours, the eddy transport
distributions have been interpolated between SSH contours onto
the model grid to better compare with the interfacial form stress
conversion, which is computed in every horizontal grid cell. Grid
cells lying between SSH contours are assigned a transport weighted
by the distance between the two closest points on adjacent
contours. The resultant spatial distribution of eddy transport is
not uniquely defined at grid points between contours since other
interpolation methods exist, but provides a visual guide.
Southward eddy transport regions (blue shading) have a striking
spatial correspondence with positive interfacial form stress
conversion values (purple contours), and conversely northward
eddy transport (red colours) tends to be located where the
interfacial form stress conversion is negative (orange/yellow
contours). The spatial correspondence is best highlighted at the
Southwest Indian Ridge hotspot (Figure 9A). There are, however,
regions where the correspondence is less strong (e.g. the north-
western part of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, Figure 9D), which
may be explained by shortcomings in the assumption of adiabatic
and geostrophic mean flows (see Discussion).

To better quantify the visible spatial correspondence between
eddy transport and the interfacial form stress conversion, we
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compare the distributions of southward eddy transport and the
interfacial form stress conversion along the -1.2 m SSH contour
(Figure 10A). A lag-correlation analysis (Figure 10B) shows the
Pearson regression correlation coefficient for each spatial lag
between the two fields, where a positive lag distance indicates
that the transport is upstream of the energy term. Regions of
significance greater than 95% confidence are highlighted, taking
into account internal correlations in the spatial distributions
(Santer et al., 2000). There is a significant correlation (Pearson
regresssion correlation coefficient r = 0.80) between the
interfacial form stress conversion and eddy transport with
zero lag (Figure 10B) for the -1.2 m SSH contour. Similar
results (0.63 ≤ r ≤ 0.80) hold for all other contours with SSH
less than -0.6 m. In comparison, the Reynolds stress conversion
associated with barotropic instability (orange arrows in energy
budget, Figure 2) is enhanced in the same regions as eddy
transport, but is not correlated (Figure 10C), with maximum
correlation r = 0.26 for the -1.2 m SSH contour (Figure 10D) and
r ≤ 0.53 for other contours. The high spatial correspondence
between the interfacial form stress conversion and eddy
transport indicates that the two fields are dynamically linked,
and thus that upwelling is driven by baroclinic instability. This
result is consistent with the idealised study of Barthel et al.
(2022). Quantifying this baroclinic conversion could thus be an
avenue for improving parameterisations of eddy transport in
coarse resolution models.

Eddy Kinetic Energy Downstream
of Upwelling
Past idealised and observational studies have suggested that, like
upwelling, eddy kinetic energy is enhanced downstream of
topography (Chelton et al., 1990), but that there is a spatial
offset between eddy kinetic energy and upwelling (Barthel et al.,
2022), eddy heat fluxes (Abernathey and Cessi, 2014; Foppert
et al., 2017), and baroclinic activity (Bischoff and Thompson, 2014;
Chapman et al., 2015). We investigate this phenomenon using
ACCESS-OM2-01. The modelled eddy kinetic energy distribution
(Figure 4B) is spatially variable, and enhanced in similar regions
to the upwelling. Figure 10E compares the along-contour
distribution of eddy transport and eddy kinetic energy for the
-1.2 m SSH contour. There is a significant correlation (r = 0.71;
Figure 10F), maximised at a lag distance of 126 km. When this
peak distance is averaged over all contours with sea surface heights
less than -0.6 m, the eddy kinetic energy is found to lag the eddy
transport by 110 ± 20 km (where the uncertainty is the standard
error in the mean), and has maximum lag correlations of 0.50 ≤ r
≤ 0.71. This distance is in accordance with an observational study
of eddy heat fluxes (Foppert et al., 2017). For parameterisations of
eddies that use eddy kinetic energy, this is an important result, as
the downstream distance only covers two grid cells in a coarse 1°
model, and is thus unlikely to negatively affect the accuracy of
parameterised eddy transport. For eddy parameterisations used in
models with a resolution finer than 1°, the spatial offset between
EKE and eddy transport may need to be considered.

The same analysis can be performed at each hotspot for contours
where there is a significant correlation between eddy kinetic energy
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 855785
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and upwelling, yielding downstream distances of 50 ± 40 km at
Macquarie Ridge, 70 ± 10 km at the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, 100 ±
20 km at Drake Passage, 230 ± 60 km at the Southwest Indian Ridge
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 12
and 80 ± 20 km at Kerguelen Plateau. Individual contours at each
hotspot deviate from these mean distances, but eddy kinetic energy
is persistently downstream of eddy transport.
A

B

D

E

C

FIGURE 9 | Cross-contour eddy transport (background map, blue is southward cross-contour transport) and interfacial form stress energy conversion (IFSC)
(coloured contours), integrated over the upwelling arm density range for each of the five hotspots: (A) Macquarie Ridge, (B) Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, (C) Drake
Passage, (D) Southwest Indian Ridge, and (E) Kerguelen Plateau.
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Mechanisms for Downstream Eddy
Kinetic Energy
We have shown that in ACCESS-OM2-01, eddy kinetic energy
maxima are found downstream of upwelling hotspots. Since
upwelling and the interfacial form stress conversion are highly
correlated, the eddy kinetic energy is also found downstream of the
baroclinic energy conversion process. There are several candidate
mechanisms for this downstream offset that have been suggested
in the literature, including the advection of eddies (and therefore
eddy kinetic energy) (Thompson and Naveira Garabato, 2014), the
advection of pressure perturbations (Montgomery potential flux in
a layered framework) (Chang and Orlanski, 1993; Abernathey and
Cessi, 2014; Chapman et al., 2015), the barotropic generation
acting downstream of the baroclinic generation (Barthel et al.,
2022), a time-delay between the instability process and eddy
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 13
kinetic energy generation (Chen et al., 2016) (which via
advection of eddy potential energy due to barotropic eddies
results in a spatial offset), and bathymetric configuration and
eddy-mean flow interactions (Foppert et al., 2017). Using the
thickness-weighted energetics framework, the plausibility of two
mechanisms, relating to the advection of eddy kinetic energy and
the action of barotropic instability, can be investigated.

Eddy kinetic energy advection terms and the Reynolds stress
conversionassociatedwithbarotropic instability canbe identified in
the eddy kinetic energy evolution equation (6). When integrated
over the full depth of the ocean and between sea surface heights -0.6
m and -1.5 m, the advective terms contribute 0.51 GW to energy
conversions, and the Reynolds stress conversion 2.8 GW. These
conversions are small compared with the baroclinic eddy kinetic
energy generation term, u00i · hi ∇ f00

i , which when integrated over
A B

D
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C

FIGURE 10 | Southward eddy transport vertically integrated over the upwelling arm (black, T) compared with (A) the interfacial form stress energy conversion
(IFSC), (C) eddy kinetic energy and (E) Reynolds stress energy conversion (RSC) along the -1.2 m SSH contour. The spatial lag correlations are shown in the
right panels (B, D, F), with highlighting indicating significant correlations with 95% confidence. A correlation peaking at a positive lag distance means the eddy
transport (indicated by T, or in the case of the purple line, eddy kinetic energy indicated by EKE) is upstream of the energy term. The additional purple line in
panel (D), the eddy kinetic energy lag distance, compares the eddy kinetic energy and Reynolds stress conversion, where a positive lag indicates the eddy
kinetic energy leads the Reynolds stress conversion. Note the change in sign of the eddy transport axes compared to previous analyses, for improved
visualisation of the correlations.
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the same region is three orders of magnitude larger at 1.3 TW. The
small magnitudes of the advective and Reynolds stress conversion
terms in this region are only partly due to cancellation of local
positive and negative conversions – the local absolute value of the
energy conversions integrated over the same SSH range is 0.18 TW
for the advective terms, 0.17 TW for the Reynolds stress conversion
and much larger at 10 TW for the baroclinic eddy kinetic energy
generation term. Furthermore, there is no significant (to 95%
confidence) correlation between the eddy kinetic energy and
Reynolds stress conversion along SSH contours (Figure 10D).
Correlation analyses hence do not support a mechanism whereby
the barotropic instability facilitated eddy kinetic energy generation
downstream of eddy transport. Our analysis thus suggests that
neither the downstream advection of eddy kinetic energy, nor the
downstream action of barotropic instability from baroclinic
instability, are likely to be primary mechanisms for creating the
spatial offset between upwelling and eddy kinetic energy. Our
findings show a reduced magnitude and thus importance of the
barotropic energy conversion compared to the idealised two-layer
model analysis of Barthel et al. (2022) – the authors acknowledge
their simplified set-up may overstimulate barotropic instability
(Youngs et al., 2017; Barthel et al., 2017; Barthel et al., 2022). This
difference suggests that the many-layered, global ocean model
employed here experiences different dynamics to the idealised
model, and thus that it is important to verify the findings of
idealised models in more realistic global models.

We have not verified other proposed mechanisms for
downstream eddy kinetic energy, but suggest that future work
could use a high-resolution global ocean model to investigate the
downstream advection of pressure perturbations using wave activity
flux theory (Takaya and Nakamura, 2001; Chapman et al., 2015).
The wave activity flux framework includes an ageostrophic
Montgomery potential flux term that has been suggested in
idealised studies (Chang and Orlanski, 1993; Chapman et al.,
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 14
2015) and observations (Foppert, 2019) to dominate horizontal
wave activity transport. Via this mechanism, pressure perturbations
are quickly swept downstream where they convert eddy potential
energy into eddy kinetic energy (Abernathey and Cessi, 2014). Our
time-mean energy conversion analysis is also unsuitable for
examining timescales between baroclinic instability and eddy
kinetic energy generation, along the lines of Chen et al. (2016),
and is a subject for future work.
DISCUSSION

This study uses output from a high-resolution global ocean model to
show that five topographic hotspots dominate the upwelling in the
Southern Ocean. These hotspots are controlled by baroclinic
instability, since eddy transport is highly correlated with the
interfacial form stress energy conversion. Regions of the ocean
where baroclinic instability acts to convert mean energy reservoirs
into eddy energy are thus the same locations where enhanced
upwelling occurs. Eddy kinetic energy is also enhanced
downstream of topography, but maximised on average 110 km
downstream of upwelling. These key findings are summarised in a
schematic in Figure 11.

Themechanisms that create eddy kinetic energy downstream of
upwelling, and thus why the downstream distance differs with each
hotspot, remain unclear, but our energetics analysis suggests that
neither the advection of eddy kinetic energy nor the barotropic
instability conversion acting downstream of upwelling are likely to
be themain cause.We find that the baroclinic conversion is at least
an order of magnitude larger than the barotropic conversion, in
contrast to idealised studies. The main implication of our work in
relation to eddy parameterisation is that a metric or budget that
describes the baroclinic conversion could be a useful avenue for
improving eddy transport parameterisations. Eddy kinetic energy,
FIGURE 11 | Schematic of upwelling hotspot dynamics, from a bird’s eye view perspective. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (black arrows) becomes unstable
downstream of topographic obstacles (grey contours), resulting in an upwelling and baroclinic conversion (IFSC) hotspot (blue arrows and contours). The eddy kinetic
energy (green contours) is also enhanced downstream of topography but is maximised further downstream.
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whilst found downstream of upwelling hotspots, is also highly
correlated with upwelling and thus appears to be an appropriate
alternative eddy parameterisation (e.g. Jansen et al., 2015).

The methods of this study yield robust results, but contain
caveatsworthmentioning.Assumptionsmade in the formulationof
the layer-thickness energy conversions assume that flows are
adiabatic, and the quantification of upwelling assume that the
mean flow is geostrophic, and thus follows SSH contours. Neither
of these assumptions are strictly true – diapycnal mixing, whilst
weak, exists in the Southern Ocean (Ledwell et al., 2011), and is
enhanced above rough topography where internal waves are
radiated upwards and break (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010;
Naveira Garabato et al., 2016). The mean flow meanders across
SSH contours at depth (red line,Figure 7B). These factors are likely
responsible for regional anomalies where a significant correlation
between upwelling and the baroclinic conversion did not hold (e.g.
the north-western part of the Pacific Antarctic Ridge, Figure 9D).
Improvements to the method could use a more precise density
coordinatemethod, suchasneutral density (Jackett andMcDougall,
1997). The eddy fluxes could also be computed using other
methods, such as down-gradient eddy fluxes (Marshall and
Shutts, 1981), though as with our method, these calculations are
complicated by the imperfect divergent-rotational Helmholtz
decomposition in a finite domain (Fox-Kemper et al., 2003).

This study has demonstrated the utility of a high-resolution
global ocean model in examining the dynamics of topographic
hotspots of upwelling. Further work could investigate the time-
variability of these processes under realistic atmospheric
forcings, and the response between wind forcing, the interfacial
form stress conversion, upwelling and eddy kinetic energy
generation. Understanding the timescales on which upwelling
processes act and are modified by climate and intrinsic forcing in
realistic, high-resolution global ocean models will help to
improve future predictions of the meridional exchange of heat
and carbon transport in the Southern Ocean and their
implications on global climate.
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